Painless Treatment for Gum Disease

Do You Have Periodontal Disease?

Do you have red, swollen, bleeding gums, persistent bad breath or tooth sensitivity? You may have some form of periodontal disease.

Introducing Periowave

The next generation Intraoral X-ray system has arrived! The Gendex expert DC combines the legacy of dependability with the latest advances in electronic technology. This new direct current powerhouse delivers strong benefits for your practice: shorter exposures, reduced radiation, and truly consistent image quality. Its industry-leading focal spot of 0.4 mm creates significantly sharper images than other intraorals, regardless if you operate with digital sensors, PSP, or film. Leading technology and daily dependability — the legendary Gendex reputation.

Periowave Overview

Periowave™ is a quick and painless technology that works to kill the bacteria associated with periodontal diseases, without the promotion of antibiotic resistance.

Periowave™ is:
- A Dual-Action Antimicrobial
- Non-Antibiotic
- Site-Specific
- Painless
- Effective
- Safe

Periowave™ utilizes a non-thermal laser light combined with a photosensitizing solution designed to kill bacteria associated with gum disease. Killing the bacteria halts the progression of the disease and allows healing to begin. Periowave is designed to be used in conjunction with scaling and root planing to offer dentists and hygienists a powerful treatment for gum disease.
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